Single motor unit analysis from spatially filtered surface electromyogram signals. Part 2: conduction velocity estimation.
The aim of the study was to compare experimentally conduction velocity (CV) estimates obtained with different estimation methods based on surface electromyogram (EMG) signals detected using five spatial filters. The filters investigated were the longitudinal single and double differential, transverse single and double differential, and normal double differential. The same surface EMG signals detected as described in Part 1 were used in this work. CV was estimated with four commonly used delay estimation techniques, i.e. from the distance between the peak values of two waveforms (with and without polynomial interpolation around the peak), and by the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) based on two or more surface EMG channels. The average standard deviation of CV estimation (for all the MUs and the two muscles together) was 0.61 m s(-1) and 0.79 m s(-1) for the peak method, with and without interpolation, respectively, and 0.50 m s(-1) and 0.31 m s(-1) for the MLE method, from two and more surface EMG channels, respectively. Moreover, the mean of CV estimates varied by as much as 1 m s(-1) depending on the spatial filter used and the method adopted for CV estimation. Considering the dependence on the spatial filter only, the average (over all estimation methods) CV estimates obtained with the five spatial filters were 4.32 m s(-1) (normal double differential), 4.23 m s(-1) (longitudinal double differential), 4.61 m s(-1) (transverse double differential), 4.64 m s(-1) (transverse single differential) and 4.03 m s(-1) (longitudinal single differential). It was concluded that the comparison of single MU CV values obtained in different studies is critical if different spatial filters and processing techniques are used for their estimation. Higher estimates of CV were attributed to a smaller reduction in non-travelling signal components and thus were assumed to be positively biased.